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WORK EXPERIENCE: 
 

Frontend Engineer, Fidia, September 2021 till date      Nigeria (Remote) 

Fidia is an all-in-one creator monetization platform on a mission to improve and support 

the creator economy in Africa by building tools and platforms for creators to showcase, 

grow and monetize their creativity. 

• I worked with the team at Fidia to build its web application using Nuxt, Vue, 

JavaScript, Firebase, GraphQL, SCSS and Bootstrap. 

• I built the Creator Profile feature which is a website-builder that allows creators to 

build a one-page website to showcase their works. 

• I also built the Product Pages feature which allows creators to sell their digital 

products and get paid faster without needing a complicated e-commerce website 

• Other notable features I worked on was the Transfers feature which enables creator 

P2P money transfers and QR Code Generator which allows creators to convert their 

links into QR codes. 

 

Frontend Engineer Intern, SoftNexus, February 2021 – August 2021      Lagos, Nigeria 

SoftNexus is a software development agency with focus on building products across 

different industries such as including Backend and Frontend software development, User 

Product Design, and Chatbot Development. 

• I interned with the team at SoftNexus and was introduced to the VueJS ecosystem 

where I learnt how to work with Vue, Vuex, Vue-Router, SCSS and TailwindCSS. 

• I worked on the Eazido project which empowers all enterprises to increase sales, 

capture more leads and provide the best customer experience - all with no code. I 

worked on implementing the UI of its landing page and the user dashboard. 

• I learnt about working with API endpoints and integrating them with the frontend. 

 

TECHNICAL SKILLS: 
 

Nuxt, Vue, Firebase, Vite, Vuex, Vue-Router, TypeScript, JavaScript, SCSS, GraphQL, 

TailwindCSS, Bootstrap 
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